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Plant-LevelAdjustmentand
Aggregate InvestmentDynamics
full of disappointments.From
time to time waves of new ideas challenge the aggregate investment
equation, but these challenges are rarelysuccessful, and progressis, at
best, slow. There are serious theoretical obstacles, stemming mostly
from the richness of the cross-sectional and time-series scenariosfaced
by actualinvestors, fromthe complexity of the investmenttechnologies
available to them, and from the myriad incentive problemsthat these
economic agents face. There are at least as complex, and perhapsinsurmountable,data problems. Both right- and left-handside variables
are seldom measuredproperly.'
In spite of this pessimistic picture, this papermakes a new attempt.
By building from the microeconomic actions of individual plants, it
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aims to highlight some of the landmarkson the path leading from
microeconomicinvestment decisions to aggregateinvestmentdynamics. The story that emerges from this experiment does not seem to
challenge common sense as much as do most contributionsto this
literature.
The startingpoint of the paperis motivated, but not limited, by the
literatureon aggregation of lumpy and discontinuousmicroeconomic
investment. It is difficult to argue with the claim that constraintsto
adjustmentfaced by individual production units depart significantly
fromthe constraintsimplicit in the workhorsequadraticadjustmentcost
model. Technological and market-inducedirreversibilities,as well as
indivisibilities and other forms of increasingreturns(nonconvexities)
in the adjustmenttechnology, are more likely the normthanthe exception.2The patternof microeconomicinvestmentthatemergesfromsuch
constraints, contrary to the implications of the quadraticadjustment
model, is highly nonlinear. Periods of more or less passive investment
responseto shocks arefollowed by feverishreactionsnot only to present
but also to accumulatedshocks.3
In reality, the fortunes and actions of individualunits are very imperfectly synchronized. When combined with the nonlinearnatureof
the investmentpolicies described above, this leads to a nontrivialaggregation problem;the representativeagent model is not suitable for
the task. GiuseppeBertolaandRicardoCaballeromodel the aggregation
problem of firms facing idiosyncratic and aggregate shocks when investment is irreversible.They estimate the model and find broadconformity with aggregate U.S. manufacturingdata. More recently, Caballero and EduardoEngel have generalized this to a broaderset of
nonlinearmicroeconomic policies which, at the aggregate level, nest
2. Sources of convexity do exist, however, especially at the large firm and market
levels. Some of the most importantones are time-to-build,constraintsto credit, and
marketequilibriumforces; but these are complementaryto, ratherthan substitutesof,
the nonconvexitiesemphasizedhere.
3. There have been extensive recent developmentsin the microeconomicliterature
on (S,s) models. See Harrison,Sellke, and Taylor (1983) for a technicaldiscussion of
impulsecontrolproblems.For a good surveyof the economics literatureon this problem
(althoughwith an emphasis on models where investmentis infrequentbut not lumpy)
see Dixit and Pindyck (1994). See also Abel and Eberly (1994) for an elegant characterizationof models that combine infrequent(but not lumpy) adjustmentwith convex
adjustmentcosts.
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the linear dynamics of the standardquadraticadjustmentcost model.
Using two-digit (aggregate)postwarU.S. manufacturingdata, they find
a dramaticimprovementin the performanceof (S,s)-type models over
linear ones. The main reason behind this gain is that the aggregate
counterpartof the microeconomic nonlinearitiesdescribed above is a
time-varyingelasticity of aggregateinvestmentwith respect to shocks.
The histogramof accumulatedshocks across productionunits becomes
an importantstate variable. If the historyof shocks andmicroeconomic
actions is such that many productionunits are aboutto enter a feverish
stateof investment,then aggregateinvestmentbecomes very responsive
to further shocks. This additionalflexibility is needed to explain the
high skewness and kurtosis of aggregateinvestmenttime series.4
Microeconomicevidence also seems supportiveof this view of aggregate investmentdynamics. MarkDoms and TimothyDunne study a
large group of manufacturingplants from the LongitudinalResearch
Database (LRD) and document that investment spikes account for a
largefractionof the investmentof these plants. Furthermore,they show
that the numberof plants undergoing primaryspikes exhibits strong
positive correlationwith aggregateinvestmentcycles. Russell Cooper,
John Haltiwanger, and LauraPower go one step furtherand find that
the probabilityof an investment spike for a plant increases with the
time that has elapsed since the previous spike, lending additionalsupport to the view of a microeconomic environmentcharacterizedby
nonconvexities in the adjustmenttechnology.5
This paper integrates the organizing frameworkof the aggregation
literatureand the microeconomic data of the LRD. It organizes data
from a large sample of continuouslyoperatingplants in the U.S. manufacturingsector for the period 1972-88 (that is very similar to the
sampleused by Doms andDunne) in a way thatis useful for understanding aggregate investment dynamics. Indeed, the final product is an
aggregateinvestmentequationthathas aggregateequipmentinvestment
on the left-hand side and not only aggregate, but also microeconomic
4. See Bertolaand Caballero(1994) and Caballeroand Engel (1994). Bar-Ilanand
Blinder(1992) make a similarpoint in a differentcontext, observingthatthe numberof
consumerspurchasingcars is an importantexplanatoryvariablefor aggregatedurable
purchases.
5. See Doms and Dunne (1993) and Cooper, Haltiwanger,and Power (1995).
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variables on the right-handside. Throughoutthe paper we attemptto
explain equipmentinvestment. For purposesof brevity, we often omit
the term "equipment" and simply refer to "investment."
This equation, and the process of building it, leads to several conclusions:
-Measures of shocks faced by plants reveal large long-runelasticities of investmentwith respectto cost of capital. These elasticities vary
from about -0.01 for transportationto -2.0 for textiles, with an
average of around - 1.0, the neoclassical benchmark.
-Over the short run the responses are substantially smaller and
variableover time; they range from 0.07 to 0.12 of the corresponding
long-runelasticities.
-The variabilityof this aggregateelasticity comes from the nonlinearity in microeconomic policies, which indicates that plants adjust
substantiallymore to large shortagesof capital thanto small ones, and
that they are more likely to tolerateexcesses of capital than shortages;
this behaviorat the plantlevel is not exclusive of, but is quite consistent
with irreversibilityplus increasingreturnsin the adjustmenttechnology.
-The tax reformsof the 1980s had substantialimpacton equipment
investment, positive in 1981 and large and negative from 1986.
-The effect of the 1986 reformwas exacerbatedby a largeelasticity
with respect to shocks that had been brought about by the preceding
expansion.

-Fluctuations in microeconomic policies also played a role in
explaining aggregate investment during the sample period. This was
particularlytrue during election years. Other things equal, investors
seemed overly reluctantwhen PresidentsCarterand Bush were elected
and optimistic when PresidentReagan was first elected.

Organizing Framework
Workingwith large microeconomicdata sets can be overwhelming,
especially for macroeconomists. These data sets contain so much information,so many details that could be of interest, thatthe numberof
ways in which the data can be explored is almost limitless. There is a
constant danger of the analysis going astray. In order to reduce this
risk, this paperfollows an organizingframeworkthat proveduseful in
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an earlierstudy that analyzed the closely relatedproblemof aggregate
employmentdynamics, building from the actions of, more or less, the
same plants.6
The approachrests on the simple observationthat capital is seldom
at its "desired" level when adjustmentcosts are of any importance.
The organizing frameworkhas two basic elements, both of which are
functions of an index, x, that measuresthe deviation between desired
and actual(from hereon, naturallog of) capital stock at the plantlevel.
That is, x is the investmentrate "mandated" by investmenttheory if
adjustmentcosts are momentarily removed (mandated investment).7
Positive values of x reflect capital shortages, while negative values
correspondto excess capital. This section takes mandatedinvestment
as given anddescribesthe accountingpartof the organizingframework,
which relatesmicroeconomicactions to aggregateinvestment.The theory and measurementof mandatedinvestmentare explainedin the next
section.
One basic element of the organizingframeworkcaptureslocations:
The cross-section of plants' mandatedinvestmentimmediatelybefore
the capital stock adjustmentsof period t is denotedbyf(x,t), so thatthe
fractionof plantswith mandatedinvestmentbetweenx and (x + Ax) is
approximatelyequal to f(x,t)Ax. The other basic element capturesactions: For every time period, we group together plants with similar
mandatedinvestment before adjustmentand calculate the fraction of
mandatedinvestment that is, on average, actually undertakenby the
plants within each of these groups. The resultingfunctionis called the
6. See Caballero,Engel, and Haltiwanger(1995). For our purposesinvestmentand
labordemandhave in common that adjustmentcosts play an importantrole in shaping
individualplant dynamics, and that there is substantialheterogeneityin the history of
individualplants.
The frequenciesat which adjustmentcosts matterdiffers for laborandcapital. These
costs seem to be importantfor labor demandat a quarterlyfrequency, but play only a
secondaryrole at lower frequencies, such as the annualfrequenciesconsideredin this
paper.Thus the analysisof investmentdecisions in the presentpaperassumesthatlabor
is largelyflexible, and the analysisof labordemandin the otherpaper,to a largeextent,
does not consider capital stock fluctuations.Similarly, this paperanalyzes equipment
investmentassumingthat investmentin structures,at the level of a continuingplant, is
significantlyless frequent.
7. We owe this terminologyto RobertHall. Previousversionsof this paperfollowed
the usual (S,s) terminology and sign convention, defining x as actual minus desired
capital, or the "capital deviation."
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adjustment rate function (or simply, adjustmentfunction) and is denoted

by A(x,t). It follows that firms with mandatedinvestmentx have an
average investmentrate duringperiod t equal to xA(x,t).8
Two equations are central to the approachused in this paper. The
first relates individual actions to aggregateequipmentinvestment:
(1)

I,-t

xA(x,t)f(x,t)dx.

The right-handside of the above expression sums average investment
rates for plants over all possible mandated investment; the sum is
weighted by the cross-section of plants' mandatedinvestment immediately before the adjustmentsof period t. If investmentrates are independentof the stock of capitalbefore adjustment,so thatthe average
and aggregateinvestmentratescoincide, thenIt is equal to the standard
aggregate investment-to-capitalratio. We make the independenceassumptionand refer to It as the aggregateequipmentinvestmentrate.9
This accounting frameworkis quite general. In the simplest case,
when the adjustmentfunction, A(x,t), does not dependon x, the partial
adjustmentmodel results. At the aggregate level, this has the same
implications as a quadraticadjustmentcosts model applied to a representative agent.10In this case, and only in this case, knowing the first
moment (that is, the aggregate) of mandatedinvestment suffices to
determinethe actual aggregateinvestmentrate;highermoments(other
aspects) of the cross-section of mandatedinvestmentare not needed.
Yet a departurefrom this basic case will imply that other characteristics of the cross-section of mandatedinvestmentthanits firstmoment
are needed to describe aggregateinvestment. For example, if there is a
difference between the adjustmentcosts of increasing and decreasing
the capitalstock of plants, it mightbe expectedthatA(x,t) wouldbehave
differentlyfor negative and positive values of x. A simple adjustment
8. Again, we owe this terminologyto RobertHall. We usedto referto the adjustment
rate function as the "hazard." The concept of the adjustmentfunction, in isolation, is
silent with respectto the way in which the averageadjustmentof plantsat x takes place.
For example, it could representall firmsadjustingby the same small fraction,or fewer
plantsadjustingby a largerfractionwhile the rest remaininactive.
9. This assumptionis roughlyvalidatedby the data. A comparisonof the aggregate
investmentrate implied by figure 3 and the mean investmentrate depicted in figure 10
shows that they exhibit similarvariationover time, with coincidentpeaks and troughs.
10. See Rotemberg(1987).
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functioncapturingthis asymmetrylets A(x,t) equal a constant,A-, for
negative x and another(possibly larger) constant, A+, for positive x.
The firstpanel of figure 1 shows this adjustmentfunctionanda possible
cross-section of mandatedinvestment. Fromequation 1 it follows that,
in this case, aggregate investmentrates can be calculated only if it is
known what are the average investmentrates mandatedboth for plants
with negative x and for plants with positive x, and what is the fraction
of plants in each group.1IKnowing the first moment of mandatedinvestmentis not enough to calculate aggregateinvestment.
Anotherimportantmodel of adjustmentcosts is obtainedif A(x,t) is
equal to zero when x takes values between S and s, and otherwiseequal
to one, where S and s denote a negative and a positive constant, respectively. The second panel of figure 1 shows this other adjustment
function and a possible cross-section of mandatedinvestment. This
correspondsto a two-sided (S,s) policy with two thresholdsand a common target.12 Calculatingaggregateinvestmentrequiresknowing what
fractionof plants are to the left and right of the inactionrange, and the
averagemandatedinvestmentof plants in each of these groups.
More generally, it seems unlikely thatplantstoleratesmall andlarge
deviations in their capital stock equally well, although the degree of
intolerance need not change as dramaticallyas it does in the (S,s)
model. A simple example of an increasingadjustmentfunctionis X2x2.13
It follows from equation 1 that for this adjustmentfunction, aggregate
investmentdepends on the third moment of the cross-section of mandatedinvestment.Similarly, if the adjustmentfunctionis approximated
by a k-th degree polynomial, aggregate investmentwill be a function
of the first (k + 1) moments of the cross-section of mandatedinvestment. Characterizationsof aggregateinvestmentdynamicsin terms of
the evolution of the higher momentsof the cross-sectionaldistribution
of mandatedinvestmentare discussed further,below.
The second equation that is central to the approachtaken in this
paperis more involved than equation 1 because it describes the evolu11. Note that the compositionof each group varies over time.
12. See, for example, Harrison,Sellke, and Taylor(1983).
13. Moregenerally,an increasingadjustmentratefunctiongrowswiththe magnitude
of plants' mandatedinvestmentrates, so thatA(x,t) is decreasingfor negativevalues of
x and increasingfor positive values of x. In earlierwork we referredto this propertyas
the "increasinghazard."

Figure 1. AdjustmentRate Function and Cross-SectionalDistribution
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tion of the cross-sectionaldensity of mandatedinvestmentas a function
of the history of aggregate and idiosyncraticshocks, as well as of the
historyof individualresponses to these shocks. The timing of events is
described here, while the correspondingexpressions are presentedin
appendixA.
Figure2 illustratesthe evolution of the cross-sectiondensity of mandatedinvestmentduringperiodt. Idiosyncraticshockshit first,followed
by the aggregateshock. The period concludes with adjustmentsby the
plants. The sum of idiosyncraticand aggregateshocks reflects a combination of plant-specific and economywide depreciation, demand
shocks, productivityshocks, and cost of capital shocks. By construction, the aggregate shock leads to the same change in x for all plants,
while idiosyncraticshocks average to zero across plants.
The first panel of figure 2 shows how the cross-section density of
mandated investment at the beginning of period t evolves after the
idiosyncraticshocks have takenplace. In this panelidiosyncraticshocks
are assumed normal, and independentof plants' mandatedinvestment
before the shock. The second panel shows how the aggregate shock
shifts the cross-section of plants' mandated investment. The crosssectionaldensity thatresultsimmediatelyafterthe aggregateshock (and
before plants adjust)is thef(x,t) of equation 1. Finally, the thirdpanel
shows the effect of capital stock adjustmentson the complete crosssection of mandatedinvestment. For illustrativepurposes, in this panel
it is assumed that plants either adjust (almost) fully or not at all, and
that the adjustmentfunction is quadratic.The dashed line denotes the
cross-sectionof mandatedinvestmentbefore adjustments,andthe dashdotted line is the cross-section afterplants complete their capital stock
adjustments.The "spike" in the neighborhoodof x = 0 reflects the
plants that adjustedtheir capital stocks, thus leaving their mandated
investmentrates at approximatelyzero.

Data
The analysis in this paper is conducted using a balanced panel of
approximatelyseven thousandplants in the U.S. manufacturingsector
for the period 1972-88. The data are a subset of the Longitudinal
ResearchDatabase,representingall large, continuouslyoperatingman-

Figure 2. Evolutionof Distributionof MandatedInvestment
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ufacturingplants over the sample. The LRD is housed at the Centerfor
Economic Studies at the Bureau of the Census and was created by
longitudinally linking the establishment-level data from the Annual
Survey of Manufactures(ASM). The data set includes informationon
shipments, materials, inventories, employment, wages and salaries,
fringe benefits, energy use, cost of contract work, expenditureson
equipmentand structures,retirementsof equipmentand structures,and
book value of equipmentand structures.A novel aspect of the present
analysis of plant-level investmentdynamics is the use of data on both
expendituresand retirementsin order to study plant-level investment
dynamics. This makesit possible to examineboth positive andnegative
adjustmentsat the plant level and, in turn, to consider the aggregate
implicationsof the plant-level adjustments.'4
Investment and Capital

Our explicit treatmentof both positive and negativecapitalstock adjustmentsposes interestingmeasurementissues beyond the typical difficulties of estimatingreal capital stocks and associatedinvestmentrates.
A detaileddescriptionof our methodologyis presentedin appendixD,
and a brief outline follows here. The standardprocedureis to initialize
the capitalstock for each plant in some year and then generatea capital
stock series by the perpetualinventorymethod, using the deflatednew
expendituresanddepreciationratespublishedby the Bureauof Economic
Analysis(BEA). Thatis, capitalstocks are measuredas
(2)

K, = (1 - 6,)K,t, + NI,,

where K, is the real end-of-periodcapital stock, 8, is the depreciation
rate, andNI, is real capital expenditures.However, in generatingplantlevel capital stocks and investment rates that exploit the retirements
data, it mustbe recognizedthatthe publisheddepreciationratesalready
14. Retirementsin the ASM reflectthe gross value of assets sold, retired,scrapped,
destroyed, and so forth. Retirementsdata for equipmentand structuresare available
annuallyup to 1988, when the ASM terminatedcollection due to the developmentof
the new AnnualCapitalExpenditureSurvey, andthis determinesthe end of our sample.
Ouruse of the retirementsdatacontrastswith the recentworkof Doms andDunne( 1993)
and Cooper, Haltiwanger, and Power (1995), who also study plant-level investment
dynamicsusing the LRD, but focus only on new expenditureson equipmentand structures.
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incorporateretirements.Specifically, the published depreciationrates
reflecttwo components:the loss of efficiency of an asset over its service
life, while the asset is in use, and the retirementof the asset at the end
of its service life.'5 For example, for a one-hoss-shay pattern, depreciation entirely reflects retirements.The following discussion denotes
the first component of depreciation the in-use depreciation and the
second component, retirements.
The procedureused to estimate in-use depreciationrates at the twodigit level is outlined in appendix D. These estimates are used in an
appropriatelymodified perpetualinventorymethodto estimate capital
stocks and investment rates. Specifically, for each asset the capital
accumulationequation is given by
(3)

K, = (1 - 86)K, I + NI, -R,

where 861is the in-use depreciation rate and R, is real retirements.
Estimatingreal retirementsis complicated, since the availabledata are
based upon the gross book value of the disposition of the assets. We
estimatereal retirementsassuminga FIFOretirementspatternandusing
the appropriate deflators and adjusted depreciation rates for each
vintage.
Examinationof equation 3 makes clear that treatingretirementsexplicitly is importantfor a numberof reasons. First, it permitsseparation
of plant-level depreciation into in-use depreciation and retirements.
Second, the actualretirementspatternat the plant level will, typically,
exhibit patternsquite different from the average service life distributions used by the BEA to constructdepreciationrates. Put differently,
using equation 2 with plant-level data on expendituresand two-digit
data on depreciationrates, instead of equation3, can yield potentially
largemeasurementerrorin the evolution of the capitalstock at the plant
level, because the average service life distributionsare applied to all
plants in the same industry.Third, without a measureof retirementsit
would be impossible to estimate the left-hand side of the adjustment
function.
Figure 3 depicts the aggregate propertiesof the measuredrates of
equipmentinvestment. For purposes of comparison, the figure shows
15. See Hultenand Wykoff (1981) for extensive furtherdiscussionof the construction of BEA depreciationrates.
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Figure 3. AggregateInvestmentRates in the ManufacturingSector, 1973-88
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the new equipmentinvestmentrate using publishedaggregatedata for
total manufacturing,as well as the aggregateexpenditurerate (expenditures over capital stock) and aggregate retirementrate (retirements
over capital stock). The expenditureratemimics the time-seriespattern
of the publishedrate quite closely. The retirementrate averages about
4 percent and is relatively constant at the total manufacturinglevel.'6
The following analysis focuses on a plant-level investmentrateof I, =
(NI,

-

R,)/K,_,. The rate can thus be either positive or negative.

Mandated Investment

Each element of the right-handside of equation 1 depends on the
deviationsbetween desired andactualcapitalat the plantlevel, xi,, such
that
vi=

kt

-

whereki,and ki,_, representthe naturallog of desiredand actualcapital
16. Thus one early result is that fluctuationsin aggregatenet investmentare dominated by fluctuationsin aggregateexpenditures,ratherthan in aggregateretirements.
The in-use depreciationratecomponentof net investmentis not reportedin figure3, but
it is essentially constant;using our measurementprocedures,it only varies over time as
a resultof changes in industrycomposition.
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in plant i at time t (before adjustment).It should be apparentfrom this
expression that mandatedinvestment is not easily measured. Besides
the standardproblems of measuring capital (the second term in the
definition of x), it requiresconstructinga measureof desired capital.
The constructionof mandatedinvestment is summarizedhere and described in detail in appendixB.
First, it is assumed that desired capital is proportionalto the stock
of capital that the plant would hold in the absence of any frictions to
adjustment,k*, such that

k, = k,* + di,
(4)
wheredi is a plant-specificconstantto be determinedlateron. 17Desired
capital refers to the stock of capital that the firm would hold if adjustmentcosts were momentarilyremoved;frictionlesscapital, on the other
hand, refers to the stock of capital that the firm would hold if it never
faced adjustmentcosts. Conceptually, the latteris a simplerconstruct.
Second, we let the frictionless stock of capital, k*, be determined
by the standardneoclassical expression, modifiedto relaxthe constraint
that the elasticity with respect to cost of capital be equal to the output
elasticity (Qiunconstrained,below). Aside from constants, this expression can be written as
(5)

k,* -ki,,

= -qi,{(yi, - ki,)

- OiciJ

where yi, and ci,, respectively, representthe naturallog of the value of
outputand the cost of capital in plant i at time t. I8 The parameter'qiis
17. Bertola and Caballero(1994) show that this assumptionis consistent with the
behaviorof a rationalplant whose profitfunctionis isoelastic and thatfaces shocks that
have independentincrements.In this paperwe take this as a reasonableapproximation.
18. The cost of capital measurewe use is given by (r + 8,)T,(pi,Ip,)I(l - T,), where
r is the real interest rate, 8, is the depreciationrate, T, is one minus the sum of the
investmenttax credit and the present-discountedvalue of depreciationallowances,pi, is
the new capital expendituresdeflatorfor equipment,p, is the industry-outputdeflator,
and , is the corporatetax rate. For this measurewe assumea constantreal interestequal
to 0.06, and use the BEA two-digit depreciationrates and the outputand new capital
deflatorsfrom the ASM publisheddata compiled by Wayne Gray and Eric Bartelsman
(see Bartelsmanand Gray, 1995). We thank Kevin Hassett and Austan Goolsbee for
providing, respectively, perfect-foresightand myopic-expectationsversions of T, on a
detailedasset basis. We constructtwo-digitanaloguesusing an industry-assetweighting
matrixprovidedto us by the BEA. In empiricallyimplementingequation5, we use the
projectionof the perfect-foresight-basedcost of capital measureon the myopic-expectations-basedcost of capital measureand a time trend. Details of the data construction
for the other terms and variablesin equation5 are discussed in appendixD.
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a decreasingfunctionof the curvatureof the profitfunctionwith respect
to capital, once flexible factorshave been optimizedover. Undera wide
rangeof reasonableassumptionsaboutthe cost shareof flexible factors
and the elasticity of productdemand (see appendixB for furtherdiscussion), Ni can be approximated by 1/(1 - oxi), where (xi is the cost

share of equipmentcapital.
Third, we estimate the cost of capital elasticities using the fact that
the left-hand side of equation 5, which is equal to (xi, - di), is likely
to be stationary(thatis, deviationsare not likely to persistindefinitely),
while the elements on the right-handside of equation 5 are, individually, very persistent. Thus 0i can be estimated from a cointegrating
regression of the naturallog of the capital-to-outputratio on cost of
capital, and the resultingcoefficient can be interpretedas the long-run
elasticity of capital with respect to its cost. We do this imposing the
constraintsthatthese elasticities be equal acrossplantswithineach twodigit sector. Figure 4 reports the estimates obtained for each sector.
These range from -0.01 to -2.0, with an averageat about -1.0, the
long-runelasticity in the neoclassical model.'9 The fourthand last step
is to estimate the plant-specificconstantdi. We let this constantbe the
average gap between ki,-, and k,*for the five points with investment
closest to median investment (broadly interpreted as maintenance
investment).20
Thus all the necessaryingredientsare availableto constructestimates
of desired capital and mandatedinvestmentat the plant level.
19. Cointegrationregressions in models of adjustmentcosts are subject to small
sample biases that are increasing with respect to the size of adjustmentcosts. These
biases are reducedby adding lagged differencesof the right-handside variablesto the
cointegratingregression(see Caballero, 1994, for a discussion of this issue). With this
purpose,we include five lags of changes in cost of capitalon the right-handside of our
regressions.Ourresultsare fairly robustto modificationsin the numberof lags; perhaps
this is because there is enough variationin the four-digitprice deflatorused in the cost
of capital measurethat two-digit samples are, effectively, quite large.
Estimates of the long-run cost of capital elasticity are quite robustto changes in
particularmeasuresof cost of capital and levels of aggregation.For example, using the
same procedureon aggregatemanufacturingdata alone, Bertolaand Caballero(1994)
andCaballero(1994) also obtainestimatesof the long-runelasticityof equipmentcapital
to cost of capital shocks of aroundminus one.
20. The results reportedbelow are robustto a variety of proceduresfor estimating
di, includingestimating it as an industry-specific(as opposed to a plant-specific)constant. This allowed us to use proceduressimilar to those described in the text, or
alternatively,regression-basedprocedureswith the pooled data.
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Figure 4. Long-RunResponseto the Cost of CapitalP
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Shocks
Forthe purposesof this paper,shocks to plantscorrespondto changes
in productivity, demand, or cost of capital that lead to changes in
desired capital. From equations4 and 5,
Qkit=

ki{Q(yit-

-

a,

I1) - 0i4cc}.

With some abuse of terminology, the first term on the right-handside
of this expression can be referredto as the profitabilitycomponentof
the shock and the last term, as the cost of capital component. The
aggregates correspondingto these shocks are defined as the average
across all plants at each point in time. Figure 5 plots these aggregate
shocks. The solid line correspondsto the cost of capital component,
which clearly reflects the favorable effect of the tax reformduringthe
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Figure 5. Componentsof AggregateShocks to the MandatedInvestment-to-Capital
Ratio, 1974-88
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early 1980s, as well as the large adverse cost of capital shock brought
about by the tax reform of 1986.2' The dotted line portraysthe procyclical patternof the path of the profitabilitycomponentof the shock.
Figure 5 also shows that, at the aggregatelevel, both componentsare
aboutequally important.This contrastswith microeconomic-leveldata
in which the profitabilitycomponent is an order of magnitudemore
volatile than the cost of capital component.22
21. As describedabove, the cost of capitalmeasureis basedon the projectionof the
perfect-foresightcost of capital measureon a myopic measure.We have also examined
the resultsusing the perfect-foresightmeasure.To a large extent, our resultsare robust
to this alternative.The main exception is for the mid-1980s. In terms of figure 5, the
less myopic version exhibits more of an increasein the cost of capitalin 1984 and 1985
which, for subsequentresults, implies thatthe 1986 tax reformhas a somewhat(but not
dramatically)smootherimpacton aggregateinvestment.
22. The ratioof the varianceof the aggregateprofitabilitycomponentto the variance
of the aggregatecost of capitalcomponentis close to one. The medianof the same ratio
at the plant level is aboutten (we only have four-digitdatafor cost of capital, but there
is not much margin to increase the variance of cost of capital at more disaggregated
levels).
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Diagnostic
Before plunginginto the analysis suggestedby the organizingframeworkdescribedabove, it is useful to describe a few featuresof the data
thatare suggestive of the relevance of thatframework.For this purpose
we constructstandardizedmeasuresof plant-levelinvestment-to-capital
ratios, shocks, and mandatedinvestmentrates. For each of the variables, we subtract from the original observations the corresponding
plant-levelmean, anddivide this differenceby the correspondingplantlevel standarddeviation.
The firstpanel of figure6 depicts the histogramof plant-level standardizedinvestment-to-capitalratios. It is apparentfrom this figurethat
microeconomicinvestmenthas both skewness and high kurtosis. This
observationhas been made before, for a similar sample;it holds trueat
more aggregate levels; and it has often been consideredas suggestive
of the presence of nonconvexities in the adjustmenttechnologies (fat
tails indicate the presence of a large fractionof large adjustments).23
An alternativeexplanation is that skewness and large kurtosis are
inheriteddirectly from the shocks affecting plants. The second panel
of figure 6 invalidatesthe latterclaim by showing that the distribution
of the plant-level standardizedshocks does not exhibit nearly as much
skewness andkurtosisas the distributionof investment-to-capitalratios.
Finally, the third panel shows that the standardizeddistributionof
mandatedinvestmentrates exhibits negative, ratherthan positive, excess kurtosis. Since mandatedinvestments are a form of storage for
shocks to which plants have not yet adjusted, and since actions have
positive kurtosis while shocks do not (or have less), the "leftover"
componentof these shocks must have negative kurtosis.The significant
differences in the distributionsdescribed in the three panels, together
with the near-normalityof distributionof shocks, invalidatethe standard quadraticadjustmentcost model, in which both investment-tocapitalratios and mandatedinvestmentsare linearcombinationsof previous shocks.24
23. In regardto a similar sample, see Doms and Dunne (1993) and Cooper, Haltiwanger, and Power (1995); at a more aggregatelevel see, for example, Caballeroand
Engel (1994) for two-digit manufacturingevidence.
24. These simple observationsdo not deny the possibilitythat microeconomicunits
are following a probabilisticpartialadjustmentmodel which also has linear aggregate

Figure 6. Histogramsof StandardizedVariablesa
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Figure 7. Excess Kurtosis, 1973-88
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Figure 7 provides the dynamic counterpartof figure6 by portraying
the pathof the excess kurtosiscoefficient of the standardizedvariables.
It is apparentfromthis figurethatthe standardizedinvestment-to-capital
ratio has larger cross-sectional kurtosisthan do shocks and deviations
and that, except for a mild trend, the movementsin kurtosisof investment and shocks are mostly uncorrelated(a correlationof 0.24).25

Main Results
Understandingthe forces behind aggregate investment dynamics,
with their occasional bursts and busts, requirescharacterizingeach of
the elements of equation 1. Of particularinterest are the shape of the
dynamics (see Calvo, 1983). However, when we go on to impose the structureof the
organizingframework,we show thatthe partialadjustmentmodel is not consistentwith
the dataeither.
25. It is also apparentfrom comparingfigures6 and 7 that at each year depictedin
figure7, mandatedinvestmenthas less excess kurtosisthan the overall excess kurtosis
in figure6. This differenceis due to the effects of aggregateshocks, which are removed
for figure7 butnot for figure6 (on the distributionof standardizedmandatedinvestment).
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adjustmentfunction, its interactionwith fluctuationsin the cross-sectional density, and the origins of these fluctuations.
Microeconomic Adjustment

The firstpanel of figure 8 illustratesthe averageadjustmentfunction
over time as a function of mandatedinvestment.26Bearingin mind that
the right-handside of the figureillustratessituationsof capitalshortage,
it is apparentthat, on average, plants with relatively large shortages
adjust proportionallymore than do plants with small shortages. This
featureof an increasingadjustmentrateis akin to-although not exclusive of-what is found in models where adjustment is optimally
buncheddue to a nonconvexity in the adjustmenttechnology, such as
a fixed cost. This seems largely realistic, and is quite consistent with
the findingsof skewness andfat tails for the cross-sectionof investmentto-capitalratios reportedabove. The left-handside of the figure, which
shows the region where capital is in excess, portraysa fairly flat and
small adjustmentrate that is reminiscent of irreversibilityof investment.27

The second panel contains supportivematerial.The dashedline portrays the average cross-sectional density of mandatedinvestment. It
clearly establishes the fact that the nonconstantsegmentsof the adjustment function occur in ranges where there is a significant numberof
observations. The solid line, on the other hand, represents average
expected investment for plants with any given level of mandatedinvestment. The nonlinear features of the adjustmentfunction shown
in the first panel are now reflected in the convex natureof expected
investment.
For each level of mandatedinvestment, the adjustmentfunction is
an average across adjustmentsof different sizes. The third and fourth
panels of figure 8 show histogramsof conditionaladjustmentsfor high
(over 80 percentof desired capital) and low (between 5 and 20 percent
26. The depictedadjustmentfunctioncorrespondsto a cubic spline fittedover a fine
grid (Ax = 0.01). In depictingthe adjustmentratefunctionin the firstpanel, valuesof x
equal, or very close, to zero (that is, between -0.02 and 0.02) are excluded, since
calculatingthe adjustmentratefor a given x involvesdividingthe rateof investmentby x.
27. It is also possible that, despite our efforts, we still have not capturedmost of
actualcapital retirements,and that this bias is increasingwith the size of capitalretirements.
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Figure 8. Relationshipbetween Investmentand MandatedInvestment
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of desired capital) levels of mandated investment, respectively. Although there is substantialnoise in the constructionof these figures, it
is still possible to see clear differencesbetween them. At high levels of
mandatedinvestment,most plantsinvest; for manyof them, investment
is well over 50 percent of capital stocks. At low levels of mandated
investment, on the other hand, a large numberof firmsdo not invest at
all. Conditionalhistogramsfor negative mandatedinvestmentlook very
much like the fourthpanel of figure 8.
Fluctuations

Figure 9 describes the time paths of the first four moments of the
cross-sectionaldistributionof mandatedinvestment. They are all quite
volatile and are far from perfectly correlated. In conjunctionwith the
nonconstant(with respectto deviations)adjustmentfunctionillustrated
in the first panel of figure 8, they all shape aggregate investment
dynamics.28
Figure 10 shows the actualpathof aggregate(averageacross plants)
investment-to-capitalratios in the sample, as well as the counterfactual
of replacingthe actualadjustmentfunctionin equation 1 by the average
adjustmentfunction over time (from the first panel of figure 8) while
preserving the actual cross-section distributions. The difference between the two paths is entirely due to fluctuationsin the adjustment
function. From the proximity of the two lines, it is apparentthat fluctuations in the cross-sectional density, driven by the history of plantlevel shocks and the responses of plants to these shocks (that is, adjustments), account for an importantfraction of aggregateinvestment
fluctuations.
It should be mentioned, however, that even though the difference
between the two lines is not large, it is not negligible. The shifts in the
adjustmentfunctionover time thatlie behindthis differencemay largely
reflect the omission of certain variables. They may, for example, represent a perceptionthat currentshocks are more or less persistentthan
usual, or they may reflect the closely related effect of a generalized
28. The careful readermay note that, contraryto figures 6 and 7, figure 9 shows
excess kurtosisto be positive. The reason is thatplant-levelmandatedinvestmentis not
standardizedin figure 9. The relative comparison with figures 6 and 7 still holds,
however: the nonstandardizedinvestment-to-capitalratio exhibits excess kurtosis of
more thanone hundred.
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Figure 9. Momentsof Mandated Investment,1973-88
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Figure 10. InvestmentRate with AverageAdjustmentRate, 1974-88
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change in the confidenceof investors. Whateverthe structuralinterpretation, it is interestingto note that duringelection years changes in the
adjustmentfunction had a significant impact on aggregateinvestment
fluctuations: Given mandated investment, both Presidents Carter and

Bush's elections coincide with periods when investors were more reluctantto invest, while PresidentReagan's firstelection coincides with
a period of higher investmentthan usual.29Otheryears when shifts in
the adjustmentfunction seem to have contributedsignificantlyto aggregate investmentdynamics are 1983 (negative) and 1986 (positive).
The latter observationperhapsreflects the fact that we have overestimatedthe size of the negative surprisein the permanentcomponentof
cost of capital.
Figure 11 illustrates the actual path of the adjustmentfunctions; it
also reproducesthe average adjustmentfunction of the first panel of
figure 8. Given mandatedinvestment, it is apparentthat 1976 was a
year of abnormallyhigh capital retirements(or, investmentwas below
29. There was a large positive profitabilityshock in 1976 (see figure 5) which
investorsmay have interpreted,correctly,as mainlytransitory.It is, however, puzzling
that the bulk of the shift in the adjustmentrates does not correspondto less new
investmentfor given mandatedinvestment, but instead is due to an increase in retirements (or, investmentbelow maintenancelevels), as figure 11 shows.
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Figure 11. AdjustmentRates, by Year
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Figure 12. InvestmentRate with No Current Cost of Capital Shock, 1974-88
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maintenancelevel), 1980 was a year of high new investment,and 1988
was a yearof low new investment.It is also apparentthatthe adjustment
function became highly unstablefollowing the 1986 tax reform.
Short-RunEffect of Changes in Cost of Capital
Fromfigure 5, which shows the large size of cost of capital shocks,
and the large long-run elasticities obtained above, it is apparentthat
cost of capital shocks have played a significantrole in investmentfluctuations over the long run. One elusive issue is whetherthese shocks
have had a significantrole at higher frequencies. To assess this, figure
12 comparesthe actualpathof the investment-to-capitalratiowith what
it would have been in the absence of aggregatecost of capital shocks.
The latter path is obtained by making the "unwarranted"assumption
that neither the adjustmentfunction nor history is affected by the experiment.This static counterfactual,therefore,merelyamountsto shifting the cross-sectional density in equation 1 by the current cost of
capital shocks or, equivalently, by substitutingf(x,t) in equation 1 by
the cross-sectionthatwould have resultedif the cost of capitalin period
t had been equal to the actual cost of capital in the precedingperiod,
plus the average change in this cost.
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Figure 12 reveals that the 1981 tax reformplayed a significantrole
in boosting investment, but the 1986 tax reform had a much more
dramaticdetrimentaleffect on investmentduringthe second half of the
1980s. Indeed, in the absence of the cost of capital shock of 1986, the
investmentrate would have been more than 15 percent higher than it
actually was.30

Combining Plant- and Aggregate-Level Data:
A Parametric Approach
So far, this paper has used an extreme form of nonparametricapproachto estimate the adjustmentfunctionthatperfectlyfits all aspects
of the cross-sectional distributionof investment-to-capitalratios. This
section follows an entirely different approach.We start by changing
the metric; we are only concerned with fitting the path of aggregate
(sectoral) investment-to-capitalratios, and do so with a time-invariant
parametricestimateof the adjustmentfunction. Forthis we approximate
the adjustmentfunction in equation 1 by a fourth-degreepolynomial
with a constant term that is free to vary across two-digit sectors, and
higher-degreeterms that are common across sectors:31
4

(6)

Ai(x,t)

= aO,i +

E

akX .

k= I

Substitutingthe above expression into equation 1 (and allowing for a
free, sector-specificconstant) leads to
4

(7)

Iit = cOJ + aoiMi!, +

E

akM1kt+,,

k= I

where M,'t+'denotes the (k + 1)-th moment of the cross-section of
mandatedinvestment in sector i duringperiod t.
Equation7 relates sectoral (aggregate) investmentdata on the left30. The investment-to-capitalratio would have been 14.4 percent ratherthan the
actual 12.5 percent. Needless to say, this is just a partialequilibriumexperiment.
31. The results do not change significantly for working with a second- or sixthdegreepolynomial;nor for eliminatingthe sectoralvariationin the adjustmentfunction;
norfor reweightingthe sectorsby the inverseof the standarddeviationsof theirresiduals.
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Figure 13. Time-Invariant Adjustment Rate Function Based on Moments
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hand side to the first five moments of sectoral mandatedinvestment
rates as regressors. We estimate this set of equations using ordinary
least squares (OLS). Figure 13 portraysthe average (across sectors)
adjustmentfunction obtained. Interestingly, it is qualitatively similar
to the average adjustmentfunction portrayedin the firstpanel of figure
8, which was estimatedby an entirely differentprocedure.As before,
the adjustmentfunction is clearly increasingfor capital shortagesand
close to zero for retirementdecisions.
The Role of Nonlinear AdjustmentFunctions
Figure 14 presentsan examplewith two hypotheticalcross-sectionsof
mandatedinvestmentrates immediatelybefore adjustmentstake place.
The cross-sectionconcentratedtowardthe rightreflectsa historyof larger
recentshocks (expansion)thanthe cross-sectionconcentratedto the left.
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Figure 14. Interactionof NonlinearAdjustmentFunction with AggregateShocks
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For expositionalpurposes, figure 14 assumes that the differencein the
historiesunderlyingthe two cross-sectionsis due only to the last aggregate
shock;for this reasonthe cross-sectionsareshiftedversionsof each other.
The purposeof this figureis to illustrateone instancein whichthe nonlinear natureof the adjustmentfunctionmatters.Aggregateinvestmentincreaseswiththe size of a (positive)aggregateshockfor two reasons.First,
as in linearmodels, a largershock leads to largeraverageadjustmentsby
individualplants. Second, aftera largeshockthereis a higherconcentration of plantsin the regionwherethe adjustmentfunctionincreasesmore
steeply;thus not only do plants,on average,adjustmore, butthe number
of plants adjustingmore is also larger. The lattereffect, which is not
presentin linear models, explains why increasingadjustmentfunctions
mattermost afterlarge shocks.
To examine how the nonlinear adjustmentfunction behaves when
accumulatedshocks are large, we sort the residuals of each sector by
the size of their absolutedeviationfrom medianinvestmentfor both the
semiparametricestimate of the adjustmentfunction (increasingadjust-
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Figure 15. NormalizedDifferencesof the Sums of Squared Residuals
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ment) and the estimate of the constant adjustmentfunction (partial
adjustment)obtainedby setting ak equalto zero in equation6, for values
of k from one throughfour, and reestimatingthe remainingparameters
by OLS. Figure 15 plots, from left to right, the sum across sectors of
the differencesbetween the squaredresidualscorrespondingto the largest investmentdeviations for the partialadjustmentand increasingadjustment functions, the sum of the differences between squaredresiduals correspondingto the second largest investmentdeviation, and so
on. Each one is normalizedby the standarddeviation of the difference
in squaredshocks. It is apparentthat the differencebetween the sum of
squaredresiduals(SSR) is large for the largestinvestmentepisodes and
decreaseswith the size of investmentdeviations, showing thatthe nonconstant adjustmentfunction model matters most during periods of
large accumulatedshocks.
In contrastto linear models with fixed parameters,adjustmentfunc-
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tion models have the flexibility to capture,in a simple andparsimonious
manner, changes in the aggregate responsiveness to shocks over the
business cycle. This flexibility can be illustrated by calculating the
marginalresponse (MR)of the aggregateinvestment-to-capitalratio to
aggregateshocks:32
(8)

MR= fA(x,t)[I + e(x,t)]f(x,t)dx,

where e(x,t) denotes the elasticity of the adjustmentrate at time t with
respectto mandatedinvestmentx. The firsttermon the right-handside is
also present in constant adjustmentfunction (linear) models, although
withoutx as an argument:it is equalto the fractionof mandatedinvestment
that actually takes place, on average. The second term is a weighted
averageof mandatedinvestmentelasticities,with weightsproportionalto
the contributionto aggregateinvestmentof plantswith differentmandated
investmentrates. Figure 16 portraysthe path of the average marginal
responseof investmentacrosssectorsaftersuppressingthe exogenoustime
variationin the adjustmentfunction.It is apparentthatthese changesare
important,even at the most aggregatelevel.
Figure 17 depicts the relative contributionof the time-varyingmarginal response. The conceptualexperimentunderlyingthis figureis the
decompositionof the difference between actual investmentand investment in the absence of the currentshock into a linearcomponentand a
nonlinearcomponent that is equal to zero with a constant adjustment
function. The figure illustrates the ratio of the nonlinearto the linear
component. A positive value reflects an amplificationeffect, while a
negative value reflects an off-setting effect. The impact of the timevarying marginalresponse appearsto be especially large during 1986;
the decline in investmentis 20 percentgreaterthan it would have been
in the absence of the nonlinearcomponent.33
32. Recalling that v is linear in the log of the aggregate shock, this amounts to
calculatingdI,/dv evaluatedat v = v,. The derivationis providedin appendixC.
33. In comparingfigures 16 and 17, the relevantmarginalresponseof investmentto
shocks for figure 17 lies somewherebetweenthose depictedfor 1985 and 1986 in figure
16. That is, the marginalresponsedepictedin figure 16 for 1986 (1985) representsthe
marginalresponseafter the shock in 1986 (1985). It is worthnoting thatthis findingof
a largeeffect fromthe 1986 tax reformis relatedto, butquitedifferentthan, the findings
of Cummins,Hassett, and Hubbard(1994). They find evidence of a large effect on the
cross-sectionalpatternof investmentfrom the cross-sectionalchanges in taxes imme-
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Figure 16. Marginal Responseof AggregateInvestmentto AggregateShock,
1973-88'
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a. The Y-axis gives the effect of doubling the cost of capital on the investment-to-capital ratio.

Conclusion
This paper started on a pessimistic note and concludes on a more
positive one. Despite the simplicity of the "almost accounting"framework used, it has yielded a view on U.S. equipmentinvestmentthat is
not at odds with common sense:
-There are large long-runelasticities of investmentwith respect to
to - 2.0
cost of capital. These varyfromabout -0.01 for transportation
for textiles, with an average of around 1.0, the neoclassical benchmark.
-Over the short run, the responses are substantiallysmaller and
diately after tax reforms, includingthe 1986 reform. In contrast,our result shows that
thereis a largeimpacton aggregateinvestmentdue to the 1986 reform,induced,in part,
by the time varyingelasticity.
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Figure17.RelativeContribution
of Time-Varying
MarginalResponse,1974-88
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Source: Authors' calculations using data from the LRD.

variableover time; they range from 0.07 to 0.12 of the corresponding
long-runelasticities.34
-The variabilityof these aggregateelasticities comes fromthe nonlinearity in microeconomic policies. Plants invest a largerfraction of
theirmandatedinvestmentrates when these rates are large andpositive
than when they are small or negative.
-The tax reformsof the 1980s had substantialimpacton equipment
investment:positive in 1981 and large and negative from 1986.
-The effect of the 1986 reformwas exacerbatedby a largeelasticity
with respect to shocks that had been broughtabout by the preceding
expansion.

-Fluctuations in microeconomicpolicies also played a role in determining aggregate investment during the sample period. This was
particularlytrue during election years. Other things equal, investors
34. After suppressingexogenous fluctuationsin the adjustmentfunction.
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were overly reluctantwhen PresidentsCarterand Bush were elected,
and overly optimistic when PresidentReagan was first elected.
There is plenty of space for improvementon the approachused in
this paper. In technical terms, this would primarilyinvolve enriching
the set of variables that characterizethe state of plants. Specifically,
we pay too little considerationto agency problemsand additionaldynamicfactorsaccruingto time-to-buildandothersourcesof inertiaafter
investmentdecisions have been made. We leave no marginfor shocks
of differentpersistenceto affect the responsesof plants;and we treated
the data as if they were measuredwithout noise. These are important
factors and must be largely responsible for the fluctuationsin the microeconomicpolicies observed.

APPENDIX

A

Cross-SectionalDynamics
provides explicit expressions for the evolution of the
cross-section of mandatedinvestmentrates. The evolution of the density of deviations duringperiod t is affected by three inputs. First, the
initial density (the final density of the previous period),f,(x,t - 1), is
convolved with the density of idiosyncraticshocks, giving rise tof2(x,
t - 1). We let the density of idiosyncratic shocks depend on initial
deviations and denote it by g(v,t|x). Thus

THIS APPENDIX

f2(x,t) =

ff(x

- v,t - I)g(v,t|x - v) dv.

Second, there is an aggregate shock that shifts all units by v, in state
space, yieldingf(x,t). Third, denoting by X, andXl, the randomvariables correspondingto f(x,t) andf1(x,t), it follows that Xl, = X,(I J,), where Jt denotes the fraction of its mandatedinvestment rate by
which a plant adjusts. We denote the density of the Jt by a(j,t|x), which
satisfies the constraintA(x,t) = f ja(j,t|x)dj, and summarizethis last
step by
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f(x, t)

APPENDIX

=

f-a(i

-

u,tI) f

,t) du.

B

Frictionless Capital
Y REPRESENT the value of output("output") of an individualplant.
Imperfectcompetition and fixed factors other than equipmentyield a
decreasingreturnsoutputfunction
LET

Y = AK-FP,

y +

<

1,

whereA, K, andF are indexes of productivityandcontributionof fixed
factors, equipmentcapital, and flexible factors, respectively.
Optimizingover flexible factors yields a profitfunction
11(K)

maxY -

WFF,

F

where WF is the price of flexible factors. Frictionless capital is the
argumentof the maximizationof this profitfunction,
K* = argmaxjfl(K)

-

cK.

Takingthe logarithmof this expression, with some manipulation,yields
k* -

k = q{y - k -c,

where -q (1 - 4)/(1 - y - 4). This equation corresponds to
equation5, but in that case the constraintthat cost of capital elasticity
be the same as the outputelasticity was relaxed. This assumptionwas
viewed as responsible for the (to some, artificial)significance of cost
of capital in early estimations of neoclassical equations.35
Estimating -q is not an easy task, for it requires assumptions, or
35. Michael Woodford has pointed out to us that allowing this extra degree of
freedommay be inconsistentwith constantvalues of q. It is thereforecomfortingthat
our estimates of the cost of capital elasticity are not very far from one, at least on
average.
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guesses, about many intermediatesteps. In principle, it requiresestimates of the elasticity of demandfaced by the plant and of the fraction
of factors that would be easily adjustedif capital were to change (flexible factors). Instead, we rewrite -qas
_

_

=

1 +

_

1Y

1I/

1_

a\/

-

_

+

_

X

where ot is the cost share of equipmentcapital. Note that the approximation

(Bi)

N

1-

is fairly good for a wide range of "reasonable" assumptions,for example, if a = 0.06, the markupis 30 percent, and the cost share of
flexible factors is 0.7, then the ratio of the exact value of -q and its
approximationis only 1.07. Since equipment cost shares are easy to
compute, we use the approximationin equationB1.

APPENDIX

C

Marginal Response of Investmentto Shocks
THIS APPENDIX derives equation8.

Deniotingbyf*(x,t) the cross-section
density before the aggregateshock in period t, we have thatequation 1
implies thataggregateinvestment, as a functionof the aggregateshock,
v, is equal to
I,

= f

(x + v)A(x + v,t)f*(x,t)dx.

Differentiatingwith respect to v leads to
(C1) l,'(v)

= f

[A(x + v,t) + (x + v)A'(x + v,t)]f*(x,t)dx.

Recalling thatf*(x,t)

= f(x + v,,t), equation Cl leads to
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(C2)

I,'(v,) =

f

[A(x,t) + xA'(x,t)]f(x,t)dx.

Fromthis, simple algebraleads to equation8. EquationC2 shows that
if A(x,t) is approximatedby a k-th degree polynomial in x, then the
marginalresponse of investmentto aggregateshocks can be calculated
from by using the first (k + 1) moments of the cross-section of mandated investment rates. Figures 16 and 17 are constructedusing this
result.

APPENDIX

D

Data Appendix
series for equipment and for structuresfor each
plant are constructedas follows.36The real capital stock is initialized
in 1972 by dividing the book value in 1972 by a two-digit-basedcapital
deflator.The 1972 capital deflatoris the ratioof the currentdollarbook
value in 1972 to the constant dollar value in 1972 for the two-digit
industry,in 1987 dollars. Startingwith the initial capital stock, subsequent values of capital stock are created by using equation 3. The
expendituresdata on capital are deflated with four-digit, new capital
deflatorsfrom the Gray-Bartelsmandata.
The in-use depreciationrate and the real retirementsmeasure are
constructedas follows. Equations2 and 3 togetheryield
THE CAPITAL STOCK

(DI)

8a

=

8t

-

(R,/K,1).

We implementequationDI at the two-digit level using BEA two-digit
depreciationrates to measure 8t. Note, however, that real retirements
depend on the in-use depreciationrate. That is, real retirementsare
given by
(D2)

R,

E

(vjtlpij)(1 - 6")t-i,

j=o

36. We constructthe capital stock for structuresin orderto be able to computethe
cost shareof equipment.
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where vj, is the componentof nominal retirementsin year t associated
with capital purchases made in period j, and pij is the new capital
deflatorfor periodj. Nominal retirementsare explicitly availablein the
LRD from 1977 to 1988. For the period before 1977, retirementscan
be measuredfrom the identity relating the change in book value from
the beginning to the end of the period, expenditures,and retirements.
EquationsDI and D2 are used to solve for the in-use depreciationrate
at the two-digit level under the assumptionthat each plant exhibits a
FIFO retirementpattern. The two-digit in-use depreciationrates are
then used with the new capital deflators,plant-level data, and equation
A5 to measurereal retirementsat the plant-level.
Additional details of the estimations of the terms and variables in
equation 5 are as follows. The value of output at the plant level is
measuredby adding the nominal change in inventoriesto the nominal
total value of shipments, and then deflating by the four-digit output
deflator from the Gray-Bartelsmandata. The capital cost shares are
calculatedusing the plant-level cost data on wages and salaries, materials costs, energy costs, cost of contractwork, and capitalcosts. Capital costs are measuredby using two-digit rentalprices from the Bureau
of Labor Statistics and the constructed plant-level capital stocks on
equipmentand structures.
The sampleused in this analysisis drawnfromall large, continuously
operatingplants for the period 1972-88. The sample terminatesin this
yearbecauseretirementswere collected in the ASM until 1988. Further,
a small numberof plants (about 100) are excluded from the analysis
because the above proceduresyield extremely large investmentrates.
Specifically, plants with negative investment rates in excess of 100
percent in absolute magnitude (in principle, this is impossible) and
those with positive investment rates in excess of 500 percent are excluded. The results are not sensitive to the precise value of the cutoff
for positive rates; for example, the results are essentially the same for
only excluding plants with positive investmentrates in excess of 1,000
percent.

Comments
and Discussion

Michael Woodford: This is a very impressive paper. I am impressed,
firstof all, by the sheer size of the data set that the authorshave had to
characterizeand the amountof computationaleffort thathas obviously
been required,both in computingthe parametersof their model and in
performingthe various simulationexercises.
I am also impressed by the fact that two of the authorsstudied the
ability of this type of model to explain aggregateinvestmentdynamics
in an earlier paper that looked only at the propertiesof (sectoral) aggregate series and concluded (on the basis of ratherindirectevidence)
that the model did well. ' I find it very courageousof them to take on a
coauthorwith a lot more data and actually look at the plant-level data
to see if the model for which they had alreadydeclaredvictory would
survive this much more intensive empiricalscrutiny.
The results that the authorsfind are quite striking. Their framework
for organizingthe data brings into focus some very suggestive regularities. Indeed, the data appear to be quite consistent with the general
theoreticalframeworkfrom which the authorsapproachthe problem.
However, the dataprovidemuchmore supportfor some aspects of their
analysis than for others.
The authorsargue that investment decisions at the microeconomic
level have straightforwarddeterminants(including an importantrole
for a Jorgensonian "cost of capital"), but that these relations are
masked by aggregation, if one seeks to explain aggregate investment
in terms of average values of the shock variables. Their explanationof
1. Caballeroand Engel (1994).
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why aggregationis problematicinvolves two elements. First, they argue
that investmentis "lumpy"; adjustmentoccurs at discrete times at the
plant level, even though one observes relatively continuousvariations
in aggregate investment. Second, they argue that there is a nonlinear
relationship at the plant level between "mandated investment" (the
discrepancybetween the plant's desired and actual capital stocks) and
the average rate of investmentthat results. In particular,capital shortfalls result in proportionallygreaterresponsesthando capitalexcesses,
as stressed in the literatureon the irreversibilityof investment.
The resultspresentedoffer some supportfor both of these sourcesof
aggregationproblems. However, it is the evidence of nonlinearity(and
in particular,asymmetryof the kind associatedwith irreversibility)that
is most striking.The supportfor discreteadjustmentis much less clearcut. Specifically, it seems that the data do not supporta simple (S,s)
model of discreteadjustmentof the kind hypothesizedby Caballeroand
Engel .2

This is worth commenting on because the great advantageof the
analyticalframeworkin this paperis thatit allows one to model discrete
adjustmentsof a relatively general sort. The main competingapproach
in modern work on investment, the "q-theoretic" approachthat estimates Euler equations for intertemporalsubstitution of investment
spending, can deal with irreversibility,as long as investment(although
possibly intermittent,in the sense that intervals of time pass with no
investment)is not discrete.3Hence if irreversibilityis the mainobstacle
to the validity of an aggregative model, a disaggregatedq-theoretic
model might be appropriate,rather than the disaggregated "partial
adjustment"model proposedby the authors.
Reviewing the main findings of the paper, the authors construct
mandatedinvestmentlevels for each plant in each year of their sample
and compare these with the measuredlevels of investment spending.
This requiresconstructionof a capital stock series for each plant, and
then a series for the plant's desired capital stock for each year. The
indirectmethodused to constructthe latterseries is clever. It amounts
to observing that each plant's output-to-capitalratio and its cost of
capital are arguablycointegrated,althoughneitherseries is stationary,
2. See Caballeroand Engel (1994).
3. See Abel and Eberly (1994).
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andthen interpretingthe stationarylinearcombinationof the two series
as a measureof mandatedinvestment. The idea is that in the absence
of any costs of adjustingone's capital stock, the output-to-capitalratio
would vary instantaneouslywith variations in the cost of capital in
exactly the way that the two series are observed to comove in the long
run. Thus any observed temporaryfluctuationsin the stationarycointegratingvector are attributedto failure to adjust the plant's capital
stock immediatelyto its desired level, and are takento be proportional
to the discrepancybetween actual and desired capital.
The authorsdescribe a special case in which this constructedseries
would correctlymeasuremandatedinvestment, althoughthey make no
effort to demonstratethattheirdataare consistentwith the implications
of that special case. For example, the derivationin Caballeroand Engel's earlier paper relies upon the shock variables following random
walks but no attemptis made in the presentpaperto show thatthey do
so, even though series are constructedfor the shocks to each plant's
desired capital.4 Similarly, the derivation in appendix B implies that
equation5 should hold with Oiequal to - 1, but in the empiricalwork
0, is treatedas a free parameter;the estimatedvalues used in constructing mandatedinvestmentseries rangebetween -0.01 and -2.0. (Another problematicfeature of the use of values for 0, other than - 1 is
that if the cointegratingrelationis really of that sort, then there should
be no stationary "cost share of equipmentcapital." Yet such a cost
share is assumed to be measurablefor each sector and is used to calibratethe value of i in equation5.)
The primarycase to be madefor the validityof the proposedmeasure
of mandatedinvestment is that actual investment is clearly related to
it. This is shown in the second panel of figure 8 by the nonconstancy
of the plot of the average investmentrate as a functionof the mandated
investmentrate. Not only is the plot upward-sloping,but many of its
gross features are those that the authors' frameworkwould predict.
Average investment is near zero when mandatedinvestment is near
zero. The response to positive mandatedinvestmentis much stronger
than the response to negative mandatedinvestment of the same size
(indicatingan importantdegree of irreversibility);and the response to
large positive values of mandatedinvestmentis largerto an extent that
4. See Caballeroand Engel (1994).
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is more than proportionalto the increase in mandatedinvestment (as
would follow from a model of discrete adjustmentin which the increased profits from the adjustmentmust be large enough to offset a
fixed cost of adjusting). The plausible characterof this plot suggests
that the authors' method does capturesome importantfeatures of the
data.
Still, it is importantto be clear aboutwhat is not establishedby this
finding.The authorsstressthattheirestimatessuggest significanteffects
of cost of capital variations(and hence of tax incentives) upon investment at the microeconomic level, althoughprevious studies using aggregate data have typically failed to find them. But it is not clear how
much evidence there is in their results of cost of capital effects. The
second panel of figure 8 shows a strong effect of their measure of
mandatedinvestment, and that measure involves the cost of capital.
But there is no demonstrationthat the strongrelationbetween average
investmentandmandatedinvestmentowes anythingto the way thatcost
of capital variationsare used in constructingthe mandatedinvestment
series. It seems likely thatmost of the variationin mandatedinvestment
in the authors' sample is due to variationin the output-to-capitalratio
(over time and across plants), and that the relation found between
mandatedand actual investmentlargely has to do with the well-known
ability of "accelerator" equationsto predictinvestment.
And the second panel of figure 8, in itself, provides little evidence
in favor of the authors' hypothesis of discrete adjustment.(Note that
the asymmetryof this plot is importantevidence in favor of irreversibility, andhence of a need to go beyonda simple aggregativeframework
in orderto account for variationsin aggregateinvestment.) They suggest that the convexity of the plot for positive values of mandated
investment(or equivalently, the fact that the adjustmentrate function
is increasingin the firstpanel of figure 8) indicates "increasingreturns
in the adjustmenttechnology." But a similar plot could equally well
be generated by a model with convex adjustmentcosts (and hence
continuousadjustment),if the marginalprofits associated with an increasein the capital stock were sufficientlysteep at low levels of capital
stock relative to output.
The authorsalso suggest that the skewness and excess kurtosis of
the distributionof plant-level investmentrates (shown in the firstpanel
of figure6) indicatediscrete adjustment,since the distributionof plant-
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level shocks (shown in the second panel of figure 6) has neitherproperty. But while this findingsurely indicates a nonlinear responseto the
shocks, it need not involve discrete adjustment.In fact, a model of
continuousadjustmentwith the kind of nonlinearresponserequiredby
irreversibilitycould easily result in a distributionof investmentrates
with both properties.
A simple example will illustratethis. Suppose that a plant continuously adds to its capital stock, with an investmentrate i given by
(E 1)

i = AeYx,

whereA > 0, y > 0, andx is mandatedinvestment.Note thatequation
El is an increasing, convex function like the plot in the second panel
of figure 8, and investment is never negative, in accordancewith the
idea of irreversibility.As in the text, mandatedinvestmentis given by
(E2)

x= k-k,

wherek evolves in responseto exogenous shocks. Let k follow a Brownian motion with drift,
(E3)

dk = otdt + cdw,

where w is a unit Wiener process. (Note that this implies that the
distributionof shocks is normal, as in the second panel of figure 6.)
The evolution of the capital stock is finally given by
(E4)

dk = [i

-

8]dt.

EquationsE1-E4 imply a law of motion for mandatedinvestmentof
the form
dx = [ot + 8

-

Aeyx]dt + cdw.

The stationary distribution for mandated investment, f(x), therefore
satisfies a diffusion equationof the form
[ot + 8 - Aeyx]f(x) = 2fx).

It follows that
f(x) = B[exp(vx - pAeYx)],
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p = 2/yo2, and B > 0 is chosen so as to make

f a probabilitydensity. Transformingvariablesusing equationEl, the
stationarydistributionfor the investmentrate, g(i), is given by
(E5)

g(i) = C(i(VY-Y1w)e-Pi)

over the rangei > 0, whereC > 0 is chosen so as to makeg a probability
density.
One observes that because of the nonlinearityof relation El, the
normally distributedshocks result, nonetheless, in a decidedly nonnormaldistributionof investmentrates (equationE5). This distribution
is easily seen to exhibit skewness and excess kurtosis, as in the first
panel of figure 6. Yet there are no large, discrete adjustmentsin the
hypothesizedinvestmentdynamics-simply a large continuousrate of
investmentin the case of a large capital shortfall.
The only direct evidence that the authorsreportrelating to the discretenessof adjustmentis the distributionsof investmentratesreported
in the third and fourth panels of figure 8. Here they present complete
histogramsfor the distributionof investmentrates observed for plants
with a particularlevel of mandatedinvestment, ratherthan simply the
average investmentrate as in the second panel of figure 8. These histogramsare suggestive of discrete adjustmentin that in both cases the
largest bin is the one that includes zero investment. This remainstrue
even when mandated investment is large, although in that case the
probabilityof zero investmentfalls and large positive investmentrates
become morefrequent.Certainlythe histogramsare not consistentwith
the simplest sort of continuous adjustmentmodel, under which one
would expect the investment rates always to cluster tightly arounda
modalrate thattracksthe averageinvestmentrateplottedin the second
panel of figure 8.
At the same time, they do not much suggest a simple (S,s) model of
the kind hypothesized in Caballeroand Engel's earlier paper, for the
nonzero investment rates do not cluster arounda single value corresponding to "full adjustment."5(In this respect, the results here are
ratherdifferent than those reportedin the authors' companion paper
thatdeals with employmentadjustment.In that paper, the corresponding histogramsdo often have two sharppeaks, at zero and full adjust5. See Caballeroand Engel (1994).
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ment, respectively.6) Instead,the most frequentpositive investmentrate
continues to be the smallest one, even when mandatedinvestment is
large; and frequencyfalls off nearlymonotonicallywith the size of the
investmentrate, in the case of both positive and negative rates.
These histogramsdo not much suggest any tendency of investment
to be lumpy, and certainlynot a tendency to occur in lumps of the size
of the authors' measureof mandatedinvestment. Rather, they instead
suggest a process of intermittentcontinuousinvestment.Because there
arefrequentspells of zero investment,the zero bin is the most frequent.
But when investment is observed during a year, the total investment
over the year is often small (because much of the year may have consisted of spells of zero investment), and so the small-investmentbins
are the next most frequent, and so on. A large cumulativeinvestment
over the year would be observedonly when the incentivefor investment
becomes so large that investment occurs continuously at a significant
rate over the entire year. If the measureof mandatedinvestmenitwere
only a very noisy proxy for plants' actualincentivesto invest each year,
then one would expect a distributionof outcomes in the case of a given
measuredvalue of mandatedinvestment that would always include a
sizable numberof plants with zero investment, although fewer when
mandatedinvestmentis measuredto be high.
Intermittentcontinuous investment of this sort is predicted by a
model with convex costs of adjustmentcombined with irreversibility
(for example, a lower price for sales of capital than for purchases), as
shown by Avinash Dixit and Robert Pindyck, and Andrew Abel and
Janice Eberly.7Thus an importantorderof business remainsthe determinationof the extent to which a model of that type, ratherthan one
emphasizing discrete adjustment,can account for the patternsin the
plant-level data that are identifiedby the authors.
None of this detractsfrom the importanceof the authors'conclusion
that because the response of actual investmentto mandatedinvestment
is significantlynonlinear,one cannothope to explain aggregateinvestment solely in terms of the average values of the various variables
involved in the model. Their findings do suggest significantnonlinearities in investmentdynamics, andof an intuitivelyplausiblesort. These
6. See Caballero,Engel, and Haltiwanger(1995).
7. See Dixit and Pindyck(1994) and Abel and Eberly (1994).
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appearto result, on the one hand, from a greaterdifficulty in shedding
capital than in acquiringit, and on the other, from a greatermarginal
benefitfrom acquiringcapital when the capitalshortfallbecomes large.
Insofaras this is true, it is unavoidablethatthe sensitivity of aggregate
investmentto shocks will vary over time, as the authorsargue, andthat
an adequatemodel of investment dynamics will have to track higher
moments of the distributionsof various state variables, as they here
propose.
Robert E. Hall: Ricardo Caballero, EduardoEngel, and John Haltiwanger break a tremendousamountof new groundin the field of empiricalresearchon investment.Althoughadvancesin investmenttheory
have been impressive in recent years, until this paperempiricalapplications have been disappointing.
The accomplishmentshown in figure8 is nothingshortof breathtaking. In the first panel, the vertical position of the curve is the ratio of
actualinvestmentto the amountof investmentmandatedby investment
theory, averaged over all of the plants in a category of mandatedinvestment that is one percentage point wide. Mandatedinvestment is
positive to the right of the vertical line and negative to the left. Plants
with high levels of mandatedinvestmentactually invest almost 30 percent of the mandatedamount. The adjustmentrate falls to around 10
percent if mandated investment is small but positive. Remarkably,
plants with low levels of mandateddisinvestment have actual disinvestment that is also around 10 percent of the mandatedamount. But
the adjustmentrate for high levels of mandateddisinvestmentis in the
range of 3 to 5 percent.
The second panel of figure 8 shows investmentitself, in place of the
investmentrate in the first panel. The nonconstancyof the investment
rateis shown as convexity of investment.Thereis a little mysteryhere,
not explained in the text. Investment is positive, on the average, for
plants with small negative levels of mandatedinvestment. The correspondingadjustmentrate ought to be large and negative, but is shown
in the graphas moderateand positive.
The nonlinearityfound in figure 8 gives strong supportto modern
investmenttheory. Plants are expandedfairly aggressively when mandated investment is positive, but to shrink a plant when mandatedinvestment is negative is much more difficult. Irreversibilityis a first-
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orderissue for investment. To put it differently, the bid-ask spreadfor
industrialequipmentis extremely high.
Two other figures strongly confirmthe validity of the specification
andthe importanceof the nonlinearity.First, the model is well specified
if the measured adjustmentfunctions are stable over time, and the
explanation of the time-series behavior of investment comes from
changes in mandatedinvestmentand movementsalong the adjustment
function. Figure 10 shows that freezing the adjustmentfunction over
time robs the model of relativelylittle of its explanatorypower. Second,
the ideas in the paper are importantif a good fractionof the volatility
of investmentcomes from movements along the nonlinearadjustment
function. Figure 17 shows the importanceof these movementsrelative
to the movements caused by changes in mandatedinvestment.
One of the big contributionsof this paper is to make use of census
dataon capital retirements.The authorsassume, as does the BEA, that
capital depreciatesin use but still has positive marginalproductwhen
it is scrapped. Retirementsinclude sales of equipment, where that assumption makes sense. For true retirementsdepreciationis, presumably, alreadycomplete. In fact, equipmentthat is no longer in use may
remainin the factory for many years before it is removedto makeroom
for new equipment.
The introductionto the papersuggests thatthe authorsdo something
quite interesting:study purchasesof new equipmentand retirementsof
old equipmentseparately. In fact, the only variablethat they consider
is purchasesless retirements.Thus in figure 8 the positive adjustment
rateon the disinvestmentside means thatretirementsexceed purchases.
Haltiwanger, in his highly productive collaboration with Steven
Davis, has become famous for developing an indirectmeasureof gross
changes in employment. The Davis-Haltiwangermeasuresof job creation and destructionhave taught analysts a tremendousamountabout
the operationof the labor market.This new knowledge is incremental
to what we learnedfrom the difference between creation and destruction, net employmentchange. I would love to see the same philosophy
broughtto the investmentside. Even though it would raise more questions thanit would answer, a new versionof figure8 showing separately
the adjustmentrate for purchasesof equipmentand thatfor retirements
would be an importantaddition to the paper. There would likely be
nonzero adjustmentfor retirementsin the area of positive mandated
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investment. Firms may wait to retireequipmentthat is not in use until
they need to make room for new equipment. As a general matter, the
separationof the adjustmentfunctions for new purchases and retirements may help to explain the role of reorganizationin the aftermath
of recessions.

The concept of mandatedinvestment is central to the measurement
exercise of this paper. Mandatedinvestmentis a throwbackto investment theory of the 1960s. Just as EdmundPhelps and Sidney Winter
were writing in 1970 that "a landing on the non-Walrasiancontinent
has been made. Whateverfurtherexplorationmay reveal, it has been a
mind-expandingtrip: We need never go back to p = cx(D - S) and
q = min(D,S)," investmenttheory moved beyond the idea of defining
disequilibriumand then assertingan adjustmentprocess drivenby that
disequilibrium.'The investment theory of the 1970s assumed convex
adjustmentcosts and showed that there was a simple relationbetween
the flow of investmentandthe value of a costate variable,usuallycalled
q. Moreover, it was believed that q might be measurablefrom data on
the marketvalues of firms, althoughthis idea has never workedout, in
practice. Even without direct measures of q, the Euler equation approachto investmenthas flourished.
More recent investment theory has assumed nonconvex costs, and
therefore has come to grips with infrequentlarge adjustmentsin the
capital stock.2 The idea of a mandatedcapital stock reappearsin this
theory as a means of summarizingthe demandfacing the firm and the
factor prices that it pays. Moreover, the mandatedcapital stock does
play a role in the adjustmentprocess, in that a firm definitely will not
adjusttoday if its capital is close to the mandatedvalue. On the other
hand, the adjustmentprocess itself takes a hammer-and-tongsdynamic
programminganalysis. The firm does not adjust mechanically to the
mandatedlevel. It usually pays to overshoot, once adjustmentbecomes
appropriate.
The mandated,or desired, capital stock has proven to be an elusive
concept in investmenttheory. Dale Jorgensonwas the firstto derive an
expression for desired capital, K*, when the technology admitsfactor
substitution.3Jorgensonposed the problemof maximizingthe value of
1. Phelps and Winter(1970, p. 337).
2. See Caballeroand Engel (1994).
3. See Jorgenson(1963).
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a firm with a Cobb-Douglas technology. His model did not include
adjustmentcosts or time to build. As a result, his K* would hold for
frictionlessinvestment.He used the resultingformulain the framework
mentionedabove: the firm adjustsits capital stock towardK*.
Jorgenson's framework suffers from two shortcomings. First, the
value maximizationproblem is ill posed for a competitive firm with
constantreturnsto scale. The outputand desiredcapitalof such a firm,
in this context, is either infinite, indeterminate, or zero. Second,
Jorgensonstates K* as a function of the firm's output and the rental
price of capital. When he evaluates K* he uses actual output, not the
level of output that the firm would have chosen in the frictionless
setting.
As a result, Jorgenson'sK* has the following rathercontorteddefinition: K* is the amount of capital that the firm would hold, absent
frictions, if the wage were sufficiently differentso that the firmwould
choose the same outputas it actually produces, given the constraintof
the amountof capital alreadyinstalled.
In the subsequent literature on investment these issues are sidestepped, ratherthansolved. The problemof value maximizationis well
posed with constant returnsfor a firm with adjustmentcosts, and the
concepts derived in the theory of investmentwith adjustmentcosts are
easy to match with their empirical counterparts.In the recent theory
with nonconvex adjustmentcosts and lumpy adjustment,the problem
of value maximizationhas been madewell posed by assumingimperfect
competition.
However, Caballero,Engel, and Haltiwangeruse a concept of mandated capital that is quite close to Jorgenson'sK*; it is about as contorted. In their paper K* is the amountof capital that the firm would
use if it first optimized its use of variablefactors, given the amountof
capital currentlyavailable, and then optimized its amountof capital,
taking as given the previously optimized levels of the variablefactors.
This definition makes K* dependenton the last period's actual capital
stock, which may seem rather odd. But it does have the desirable
propertythat a firmthat would make more profitwith more capital will
have K* in excess of its actual capital, and vice versa.
There is no good answer to the K* conundrum.That is, there does
not seem to be a good measure of the firm's need for capital in the
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quantitydimension. Apparentlythere is no good measurein the price
dimension, either.4
The estimation of the elasticity of demandfor capital in the paper
duplicates efforts in the vast empirical literatureon the estimation of
factor demand.The results seem to be consistent, but thereought to be
more discussion of the connection with these other studies.
Finally, this paperperpetuatesthe Hall-Jorgensonmistakeof talking
aboutthe "effects" of tax policy.' Given what is being held constant,
thatword shouldbe banished.Whatis measuredis the shift in the firm's
capital demandfunction.
But these are minor quibbles. This paper amply repays the effort
neededto understandit. After decades of complainingaboutthe defects
of aggregateequations, someone has finally done somethingconstructive to disaggregateinvestment.

General Discussion
Anil Kashyapnoted an interestingimplicationof the paperfor monetarypolicy: In setting interestrates, centralbanksshouldtake account
of the underlyingdistributionof a firm's conditions. Minorchanges in
interestratesmight lead to large investmentresponseswhen manyfirms
are near an investment trigger, and lead to a much smaller response
when many firmshave small, or even negative, discrepanciesbetween
their desired and actual capital stock. For example, the central bank
ideally should track not only the volume of new orders, but also the
fractionof firms that are placing them.
Kashyapalso notedthatthe cost of capital,as constructedin the paper,
assumesthat the real interestrate is constant;variationsin the cost of
capitalcome from differencesin taxes, depreciation,and industryprice
deflators.He was skepticalaboutthis assumptionand surprisedthat, despite it, the resultsare as good as they are. He encouragedthe authorsto
explorealternativespecificationsin whichthe realratevariedacrosstime,
andpossiblyvariedby the size and financialstructureof firms.
William Brainardobserved that in order to provide the rich distri4. See Caballeroand Leahy (1995).
5. See Hall and Jorgenson(1967).
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butional informationon the discrepancy between desired and actual
capital stock and on investmentconditionalon these discrepancies,the
authorshad sacrificedinformationaboutdynamics, at both the firmand
the aggregate levels. The simulations of the effect of a change in the
cost of capital on aggregate investment, for example, take the distribution of mandatedinvestment as given and do not trace the implications of the induced investmenton the distributionof mandatedinvestment in future periods, which itself is a determinantof investmentin
subsequentperiods. Brainardnoted that, at the firm level, the model
focuses on investmentone period in the future. Yet some investments,
for example, those following from a decision to build an entire new
plantor productionfacility, will be spreadout over several periods. In
the same spirit, he noted that some investment is undertakento meet
expectedfuturedemand,ratherthanin responseto low capacityrelative
to currentoutput or to the retirementor obsolescence of the existing
capital stock. He wonderedwhetherthere was any evidence in the data
that investment "caused" output, ratherthan the other way around.
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